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' 6.1 ANALOG-l

A .ariety of device

‘2701 8 LC layer.

Liquid crystal (LC) devices do not emit light of their own; rather, they modulate the - : triage into the

intensity or polarization of light from an external source. This means that the.- .-...: mm. the optical

application to projection devices is only natural. Researchers have taken advantage RT). or from a St.

of this circumstance by devising a wide variety of LC devices for use in projectio: r : 'ectly by heart:

systems. Indeed, there is such a wealth of work which has been done that there a n: l C layer is used
no doubt that an entire book could be written about projection uses of LCDs. ; ~t onto a scree r:

L‘t'fgfe laser beam.

In this chapter we will concentrate on DC effects and devices which are current:

being actively pursued. We intend to cover briefly not only the LC devices

themselves, but also the other components (light sources, polarizers, etc.) require: ' 5 1 .1 Photoaci

1'. to make a complete projection LC system. Our treatment of necessity will be bncf
and superficial; thus we have had to be less complete in terms of describing all a“? " : shotoactivazcc’

the work which has been done over the years than we would have wished. Thus a - rm} Researci‘

number of devices have not been included, due primarily to space limitations. :ai-to-optical i:

* : 11ght image a

Our discussion will begin with LC light valves (LCLVs). As summarized in tab'x ~ .- another source

16.1, we have divided them into two classes, based on how the input information a

entered into the LCLV. Matrix-addressed LCLVs use a discrete structure “'- . ape of LCLV

integrated into the device to control the spatial location of the information; analog- -v :‘ separated by a
addressed LCLVs have no inherent structure which localizes the information, b; . \artmr film a.

make use of the information wherever it happens to have been input. Typicaln _______

analog LCLVs are addressed with an optical input from a CRT or a scanned last:

beam, whereas matrix LCLVs are addressed electrically. After describing the ~ ‘ r“: ““1““ 01?“

LCLVs, we will continue with a discussion of projection systems, including 0th:-
.7; Emcmwrprm. 0.1
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16. Light Valve and Projection Mode [CBS 439

components such as light sources and polarizers used in such systems. We will
conclude with descriptions of a number of actual systems, most of which are
presently commercially available.

Table 16.1. Classes of liquid crystal light valves

 

 Analog-addressed Matrix addressed

Photo-activated Multiplexed
Laser addressed Active matrix
Electron-beam addressed

16.1 ANALOG-ADDRESSED LCLVs

A variety of devices have been fabricated which use an analog image input to
control a DC layer. There are at least two methods which have been used to input
the image into the LCLV - optical and electrical, using a beam of electrons. In
addition, the optical method can use an image from a lens, from a cathode-ray tube
(CRT), or from a scanned laser to access the LC layer by using a photosensor layer,
or directly by heating the LC layer itself. All of these devices have in common that
the LC layer is used to generate an image which can then be projected using white
light onto a screen, or used for optical data processing (ODP) using a large-
aperture laser beam.

16.1.1 Photoactivated LCLVsa

The photoactivated LCLV was invented and developed at the Hughes Aircraft
Company Research Laboratories in Malibu, California in the 19705. It is an
optical-to-optical image transducer that is capable of accepting a low-intensity
visible light image and converting it, in real time, into an output image using light
from another sourcel’z. A photoactivated LCLV is shown in figure 16.1.

This type of LCLV consists of a photoconductor film and a nematic liquid crystal
layer separated by a light-blocking layer and dielectric mirror (see figure 16.2). The
photosensor film acts as an imaging, light-controlled voltage modulator for the

a A good review of photosensor LCLVs is given in an article by W.P. Bleha (W.P. Bleha, Laser
Focus/Electro-optics, October, 1983.)
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